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Mississippi-InBrief

Tunsil returns,
brings back
spark

@thedm_news

Editor-to-Editor:
Arkansas

Providing leadership one beat at a time Oxford
business
survives
Shark Tank
THE PRIDE OF THE SOUTH DRUM MAJORS HAVE THE RESPONSIBILITY OF KEEPING THE BAND ON TIME FOR
EACH PERFORMANCE, BUT WHO ARE THEY OFF THE FIELD?

BLAKE ALSUP

mbalsup@go.olemiss.edu

upon whether they are rehearsing or if it’s a home or away
game, among other things.
Typically, they conduct the
walkthrough for the Walk of
Champions as well as pregame
and halftime shows, assist the
directors and help graduate

Rent Like A Champion, a weekend house rental company that
operates in Oxford and other college towns across the nation, sent
CEO Mike Doyle and co-founder
Drew Mitchell to make a deal on
ABC’s hit reality show Shark Tank
Friday. Doyle and Mitchell offered
up 10 percent of their business in
exchange for $200,000, and two
of the Sharks took the bait.
Billionaire investors Mark Cuban and Chris Sacca went in on the
deal together, each receiving five
percent stake in the company in
exchange for $100,000.
Doyle said working with the two
new investors has been great so
far. The company sends the investors weekly updates in exchange
for several ideas per week.
“They are prolific idea generators,” Doyle said. “You’ll wake up
in the morning to an email with
ideas from Mark Cuban. They help
us think through new ways to expand the business. They are both
incredibly successful and have a
portfolio of companies that we can

SEE LEADERSHIP PAGE 6

SEE SHARK TANK PAGE 4
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Callie Entwisle (left), Brandon Collins (center) and Brandon Hughes (right), maintain a lot of pressure as this year’s drum majors.

BLAKE ALSUP

mbalsup@go.olemiss.edu

The UM marching band, The
Pride of the South, has three
drum majors: Callie Entwisle,
a senior exercise science/nursing major, Brandon Hughes, a

second year graduate student
studying criminal justice and
Brandon Collins, a senior music education major.
Audiences watching the
band’s performance at football
games see the final product
of weeks of practice and hard
work. The drum majors take

on extra responsibilities to help
make each performance a success.
“We are the first to arrive
and the last to leave,” Entwistle
said. “The band hall is basically
our home.”
Entwistle said the drum majors’ responsibilities depend

Students learn importance of user data through seminar
ALICE MCKELVEY

amckelve@go.olemiss.edu

With shopping websites, government agencies and student
researchers scrambling to collect
data from an overpopulated cyberspace, interpreting that data
has become a vital skill.
The Meek School of Journalism and New Media hosted a free
“Data Day” seminar Thursday in
the Overby Center located in Farley Hall.
The event featured two prominent speakers and a data-gathering workshop available to the
public.
Eric Schnabel, director of North
American Lead at Facebook Creative Shop and Sean Callahan,
senior manager of content mar-

keting at LinkedIn, spoke on their
experiences in the world of data
and how “big data” shapes marketing in today’s world of social
media.
“Mostly [the speakers] focused
on the way what they call “big
data” has changed the marketing
world, and the way it’s changed
people’s attitudes,” graduate student Katelyn Miller said. “They
took what I thought was one small
part of marketing and made it
a universal concept, which was
cool.”
Schnabel and Callahan focused
on how data has changed our societies in the last few decades,
specifically how marketing is becoming more personalized to the
individual.
Senior journalism major Katie

Lovett believes the speakers provided many helpful points in understanding the world of online
and social media marketing.
“A lot of people think that data
is just a bunch of numbers, but
they actually mean something towards companies,” Lovett said.
One example was Coca-Cola’s
“America is Beautiful” campaign
for the 2014 Super Bowl. Marketers at Coca-Cola contacted Schnabel’s unit at Facebook for help with
their advertisement, and unique
data gathered from Facebook’s
database provided Coca-Cola with
a basis of race, gender, sexual
orientation and political views in
order to use different marketing
tactics to appeal to a more diverse
PHOTO BY: ALICE MCKELVEY
crowd.
Facebook’s Eric Schnabel explains the importance of data in marketing as a part of Ole
Miss’ New Media Data Day.

SEE DATA PAGE 4
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The threat posed by libertarian logic
CHRIS SAHLEN

cjsahlen@go.olemiss.edu

Among the most dangerous and
cripplingly destructive political
philosophies of our time is libertarianism. Libertarians distrust
government and claim to love
liberties and personal freedoms.
They claim that government does
not work, and when libertarian
candidates take office, ensure that
it doesn’t.
The irony is not lost on me that
government gridlock occurs when
those who don’t believe in the effectiveness of government hold
office. This sort of self-fulfilling
prophecy would almost be funny
if it were not so frustrating.
Libertarians claim that less
government is better: fewer regulations, more freedoms, fewer
people controlling you as an individual. Taxation is “theft,” after all. However, there has never
once existed any precedent of the
type of society that libertarians
espouse. No taxations, no regulations, no government control,
with everything being balanced by
the free market.
THE DAILY
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We have been close, though.
There was a time when the U.S.
government didn’t outlaw slavery
and child labor; when the government didn’t mandate minimum
wage laws, the five day workweek,
etc. There was a time when workers, children, the indigent, and the
ethnic minorities of the United
States lacked protections. When
the government didn’t protect the
people who need to be protected
the most, there was slavery, there
was child labor, people were, in
fact, exploited. What caused these
changes was not the mandate of
the free market, but government
mandates.
Libertarians respond to this argument by retreating to the realm
of historical revisionism.
“Actually, if you look at history,
it really was the free market after
all.”
Only the gnosis given by libertarianism can let one see it this
way. However, there isn’t any evidence supporting this view. Show
me one single scrap of evidence
and I might take libertarianism
seriously. Show me enough, and
I just might believe you. However, Libertarians stick to conjecture
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and hypotheticals. They rely solely on what goes on in their minds,
which oftentimes directly contrasts with the objective, physical
world and hard evidence. Historical counterfactuals are easy to
contrive, but impossible to prove.
On an added note, scientists
make hypotheses on a regular
basis. It is their job, and it is how
they spend most of their lives.
Scientists’ hypotheses are often
wrong when tested. If people who
spend their lives testing hypotheses consistently are surprised by
the real world, what gives a Libertarian the gall to believe that his or
her untested claims are necessarily true?
On the other hand, before government regulation, we have
plenty of examples of how the
free market did not create ideal
situations: the disgusting nature
of the meat-packing industry (as
explored in Upton Sinclair’s “The
Jungle”), the formation of monopolies, Rockefeller’s manipulation
of the market for his own personal benefit, the Triangle shirtwaist
fire, etc. The free market did not
fix these problems; it actually created them. Government mandate

The Daily Mississippian welcomes letters to the editor. Letters should be addressed to The Daily Mississippian, 201
Bishop Hall, P.O. Box 1848, University, MS, 38677-1848,
or e-mailed to dmletters@olemiss.edu.
Letters should be typed, double-spaced and no longer than
300 words. Letters may be edited for clarity, space or libel.
Third-party letters and those bearing pseudonyms, pen
names or “name withheld” will not be published. Publication is limited to one letter per individual per calendar
month.
Letters should include phone and email contact information so that editors can verify authenticity. Letters from students should include grade classification and major; letters
from faculty and staff should include title and the college,
school or department where the person is employed.

solved these problems. In other
words, laws did.
The federal government provides a sense of legitimacy and offers protection to those who need
it most. The free market has never provided either of these. The
government is the representative
body of the people, and without it,
powerful members of society can
shape the world to benefit themselves at the expense of others.
Perhaps, hypothetically, greater
personal freedom is desirable, but
it isn’t worth having compared to
the benefits taxes, regulation and
government in general provide
the U.S. citizen. And if one tries
increase “freedom” by following
Libertarian ideology, by slashing regulations and essentially
removing the protections put in
place for the safety of the people,
most people suffer while the ones
on top revel in the profits gained
from cutting regulations for safe
food, cars, medicines, etc.
Is the “freedom” you seek worth
living in a world of chaos and
suffering? Or would some of this
“freedom” be worth giving up to

SEE OPINION PAGE 3
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continued from page 2
live in a safe world with access to
education and healthcare paid for
by taxes (taxes themselves being
more efficient than the free market
due to the fact that the money is
aggregated)?
When one thinks about who has
the most to gain from no regulations, no taxes, and small, powerless government, the answer is
quite clear: the people who already
have the most money and power,
people like the Koch brothers, who
support a multitude of Libertarian
organizations. Don’t be a pawn.
And don’t campaign against your
own interest. Contemporary libertarianism is simply the powerful
attempting to convince the powerless to campaign against their own
interest. But of course, something
has to be wrapped up in the flag,
with patriotic use of the phrases
“liberty” and “freedom” for the
American people to embrace it. A
large government with oversight,
regulation and responsibility is
preferable to a weak, powerless
one, and the intellectual knows
this, while the anti-intellectuals
and pseudo-intellectuals embrace
libertarianism.

Inspection time: Food, safety, and you
ETHEL MWEDZIWENDIRA

ethelmwedzii@go.olemiss.edu

The restaurant business is a
dangerous one.
The recent E. coli outbreak
linked to Chipotle Mexican
Grill Inc. has affected 39 customers and counting in Washington and Oregon. State
health inspectors have reported that the people who were
affected by the outbreak ate at
several different Chipotle locations before getting sick. The
outbreak is now raising questions and concerns on how
food is handled in restaurants
and the importance of restaurant tidiness. How well do you
trust your food in the hands of
others? Cross-contamination?
Poor sanitation in the kitchen?
A server’s poor personal hygiene? Dirty bathrooms?
I’ve had my fair share of food
poisoning and bad experiences
with restaurants.
The thought of someone handling my food is a bit frightening to me, especially if the
environment doesn’t appear to
Chris Sahlen is a junior chem- be tidy. A couple of years ago,
istry and Chinese major from I dined at a restaurant in New
Orleans after reading Yelp reFort Collins, CO.

views and hearing positive
feedback from the hotel employees. Upon our arrival, we
noticed the floors were sticky,
as if we were walking in a pool
of syrup. The kitchen door was
wide open, exposing the kitchen to customers. Shortly after,
I decided to use the bathroom
and noticed gunk in between
the tiles and hair on the floor.
My short experience at the
restaurant made me wonder
how my food would have been
handled, if the kitchen utensils
were properly washed, about
the hygiene of the cook. Based
on the grimy bathroom it was
obviously that hygiene was
not a priority to the restaurant
owners and employees.
Maybe I’m the only one who
takes the atmosphere, hygiene
and health inspection scores
into consideration, but with
the vast increase in foodborne
illness, it’s not a bad decision
to start trying.
Each year, one-in-four citizens suffers from a foodborne
illness. Food poisoning in
restaurants can result in symptoms which range from vomiting, nausea and even death.
According to the Centers for
Disease Control and Preven-

Sun.-Wed. 10:30am-1:00am, Thurs.-Sat. 10:30am-2:00am

tion (CDC), 76 million people
suffer from foodborne disease
annually; 325,000 of them are
hospitalized and 5,000 die. In
order to prevent foodborne
illness in the restaurant industry, states have safety and
health regulations established
which govern restaurants and
other food establishments.
These rules are strictly enforced by health inspectors.
Restaurants in each state
are mandated by the health
department and health inspections are conducted yearly. The
Mississippi State Department
of Health (MSDH) is based on
an A-C grading scale: A, meaning no critical violations noted; B, critical violations were
reported during inspection but
were corrected during supervision; and C, critical violations

had not been corrected and the
facility has to be re-inspected. If violations are not fixed
within 10 days the facility’s
permit can be suspended. Inspection reports on your local
restaurants are available to the
public on the MSDH website.
Do your research on your local
restaurants, trust me, you’ll be
surprised.
Some things to look out for
if the thought of getting food
poisoning scares you: how
the restaurant appears, how
raw meat or fish is handled,
if cloths are dirty and used
on different surfaces, or if the
food smells off. It doesn’t hurt
to be vigilant.
Ethel Mwedziwendira is a
sophomore journalism major
from McKinney, Texas.

27641
27657

OLE MISS STUDENT SPECIAL
FROM 10PM-6AM
STUDENTS RECEIVE
1 FREE CHILI CHEESE FRIES
WITH ANY PURCHASE
show your student ID and present this coupon

Drive Thru open 24 hours
a day 7 days a week

*Limit to 1 person per coupon *Limit to 1 per car in drive thru

*expires 12/11/15*
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continued from page 1
Large corporations like Amazon, Netflix and YouTube
also use users’ web browsing
history to show “suggested”
websites, videos or products
to expand the base for certain
products.
Because of this, there seems
to be an over-saturation of media in constant competition
with each other and in turn
producing more competitive
content, Schnabel said.
Callahan said an impressive
five billion gigabytes of new
data are created every 10 minutes—the total amount of data
created from the invention

of the Gutenberg press up to
2003.
The hour-long workshop for
the public focused on how to
sort through that data and help
journalists and others find the
data they need to tell stories
that offer greater insight into
the Ole Miss campus.
Students were encouraged to
live-tweet the seminars using
the hashtag #OleMissDataDay
for a competition prize of an
Amazon gift card.
“I think the biggest thing
I took away from this is that
there’s a whole world of marketing out there that people
maybe haven’t thought of or
caught onto yet,” Miller said.
“There’s just a world of possibilities out there for people
like me studying IMC.”

news
DATA

continued from page 1
tap into. Both of them are incredibly plugged in.”
For Mitchell, the experience
was the best part of being on
Shark Tank.
“I loved every second of it,”
Mitchell said. “It was so much
fun and we went in with a positive
mindset. You bet we wanted to
put a deal together and raise some
money to expand, but we were just
so thrilled to be a part of this process.”
Mitchell said he and Doyle
made sure to go into the situation prepared, ready to answer all
questions.
“We decided we were going
to have a good time with this,”

PHOTO BY: ALICE MCKELVEY

Sean Callahan, a senior manager with
LinkedIn, speaks to students about marketing on Thursday.

Mitchell said. “We’re having fun
and we’re making money.”
Although pitches by business
owners are edited down for the
show, Doyle said it didn’t take too
much time to convince the Sharks
investing in Rent Like A Champion was a good idea.
“Our pitch took about 20 or 25
minutes,” Doyle said. “We had a
good pitch with a solid track record as far as company history. It
just clicked for them right away.
These are some of the most influential investors, so we gave them
an evaluation that was favorable
to them.”
Another reason their pitch was
so successful is, although they are
competing with similar companies like Airbnb that also allow
users to list, find, and rent places
to stay, Rent Like A Champion
stands out among competitors.
“On the surface, we’ve got a lot
of competitors, but these are destination focused,” Mitchell said.
“We are the only, as far as I know,
event-focused platform out there.

We view this as a pretty open pasture and we’re excited to run into
it.”
Not only does their partnership
with Cuban and Sacca help the
business, but appearing on the
Shark Tank show helped spike interest in Rent Like A Champion as
well.
“We have a new wave of customers since the show aired,”
Doyle said. “Our website numbers
were off the chart that night after
the show. We are getting so many
people putting new listings on the
site and we’re getting dozens of inquiries per hour.”
Rent Like A Champion has operated in Oxford for some time
now. They already work with
about 125 homeowners in the area
and have hosted hundreds of fans,
but interest is still growing in Oxford after the show’s airing.
“We’ve already had a ton of
homeowners from Oxford reaching out to us and tons of Ole Miss
fans interested in homes for graduation and other events,” Doyle
said. “Anyone locally that is still
looking to rent out homes, this is a
good time to get on board.”
In celebration of being on the
show, Rent Like A Champion is
also doing a Shark Tank Giveaway
on their website. They will be giving three winners the “ultimate
college football weekend,” which
will provide the winners with four
tickets to a 2016 game, a Rent Like
A Champion home within walking
distance of the stadium and a fully
stocked fridge.

SALE-SALE-SALE

TOMMY’S ANTIQUES
193 H WY 6 E A S T- S IN C E 1974

9,300 sq. ft. full of From 25% OFF Items from
quality antiques
to 50% OFF Two Estates
at great prices
except rugs
COME ON OUT YOU WILL BE PROUD YOU DID

27698

27662

27606
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SAVE MONEY. LIVE BETTER.

HELLO FROM THE OTHER SIDE

Marshall W. Leonard was arrested in
Tupelo on Sunday for running a red light
about half an hour after he threw a small
explosive wrapped in newspaper into the local Walmart. According to Time magazine,
the charge for “placing an explosive device”
could call for a life sentence in prison. Tupelo police say Leonard was enraged by
Walmart’s decision to stop selling the Confederate flag in its stores. Leonard appeared
for his first court hearing on Tuesday. The
Clarion-Ledger reported, when asked by
the press his reasons for bombing Walmart,
Leonard said, “They are a bunch of PC assholes. They are the enemies.” The trial will
continue through the next legal steps.

According to WAPT Jackson, the recent
rain has not been an entirely positive thing
for the state. Although the drought is now
over, Mississippi is facing a new problem
with a fire ant “frenzy.” The dreaded insect
has emerged from the other side, which entomologists say is a result of the recent rain.
They were previously deep underground because of the drought and hot weather. One
mound has the capability of holding more
than 200,000 ants and it’s no surprise that
mounds are popping up all over Mississippi. This battle with the pests will continue
until cold weather arrives.

HANCOCK COUNTY CHAOS

A lot is happening in Tupelo these days. According to the Daily Journal, the North Mississippi Medical Center Neonatal Intensive Care
Patient Assistance Fund held an unusual fundraiser for its patients. Neonatologist Dr. John
Nading gave Pip, a 200-pound potbelly pig, a
kiss Wednesday morning after his friends and
colleagues donated more than $900 in his honor to the fund. Pip belongs to NICU nurse Amy
Clouse. During the event the NICU staff sold
t-shirts and lunch plates from BBQ by Jim and
raised more than $4,500 as a result. The funds
are going toward innovative development tools
to create a “womb-like” environment for premature babies at the hospital. According to
Clouse, this was Pip’s first kiss from a doctor.

Tragedy hit Hancock County this week. A
man was killed in a hit-and-run accident on
Interstate 10 Tuesday night, and was then
pulled from the Pearl River on Wednesday
morning. According to WLOX News, police
have identified the man as Steven Shawn
Clark, a 26-year-old from Alabama. Clark was
driving an 18-wheeler when a pickup truck
ran into another 18-wheeler which then ran
Clark’s 18-wheeler off of the bridge. The pickup truck fled the scene and Louisiana police
are still investigating the situation.

MY FIRST KISS WENT A LITTLE LIKE THIS

LIZZIE MCINTOSH

memcint1@go.olemiss.edu

28558
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continued from page 1
students with various tasks like
spraying sets on the field.
Randy Dale, assistant director of bands, said drum majors
are an important part of any
band program.
“Most people in the band
have to know how to do their
individual job and understand
their contribution to the overall product,” Dale said. “A drum
major has to understand how it
all comes together and how to
solve problems that relate to all
aspects of the overall product.”
The majors have the unique
position of being a student and
leader with many responsibilities. Besides leading the band
during marching performances,
they also serve as a liaison between band members and band
directors.
“I feel that the drum majors
are essential to peace and order
in the band,” Dakota Dooley, junior band member, said. “Not to
mention they’ll help you if you
ever need anything.”
All three of the drum majors were involved with band
during middle school, continued through high school and
have carried their passion into
college.
“I transferred to Ole Miss in
2011 and played one year and

PHOTO BY: CAMERON BROOKS

Drum majors Callie Entwisle, Brandon Hughes and Brandon Collins conduct the
Pride of the South at a recent football game.
then was drum major my se- and it has been a great oppornior year,” Hughes said. “After tunity.”
graduation I left for a year to
After graduating high school,
work, then returned to graduate Entwisle auditioned for a posischool where the directors gave tion in the band. She marched
me the opportunity to be drum with The Pride of the South and
major again and I gladly accept- played in the wind ensemble
ed. I have been blessed to be a her freshman year.
part of The Pride of the South
“I have been a part of these

programs since then, where I
have even been given the opportunity to serve as one of the
drum majors for The Pride of
the South my junior and senior
year,” Entwisle said.
During football games, fans
can see the drum majors leading the band in the stands.
“During a game, it is crucial
that the band plays in support
and encouragement of the football team,” Entwisle said. “We
have a chart of the songs we can
play that are organized in correspondence to the game.”
The chart, called the game
day playbook, is organized
into what the band can play
for full time-outs, short timeouts, touchdowns, field goals,
offense, defense and quarter
breaks.
All three drum majors said
their favorite football memory was the Alabama game on
Oct. 17, 2014, when Ole Miss
defeated Alabama 23-17 in
Vaught-Hemingway Stadium.
“College GameDay, Katy
Perry picking us to win while
throwing corndogs on live television, the stadium pouring
onto the field and then watching pieces of our goal posts being carried away after a win that
no one but ourselves thought
we were capable of,” Entwisle

said. “This will be a day that every Ole Miss fan will remember
and being able to experience all
of those moments with the band
will always be my favorite Ole
Miss football memory.”
Collins said the Alabama
game was the highlight of his
college career with The Pride of
the South.
“That day was full of great
moments and this year when
we defeated them again in Bryant-Denny Stadium it enhanced
that memory and made it so
much more special,” Collins
said.
The drum majors said the
band members, directors and
themselves share mutual respect for one another and in the
end, their love for band enables
them to form relationships and
have opportunities that they
never would have had otherwise.
“We are fortunate at Ole Miss
to have great people like Brandon, Callie and Brandon as our
drum majors,” Dale said. “They
do more than what is asked of
them, and they never complain.
These are traits that make anyone valuable to a community. I
am inspired by their undeniable
loyalty to The Pride of the South
and The University of Mississippi.”

CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR FALL 2015 INITIATES
College of Liberal Arts

Mariam Danielle Abunemeh
Catherine M. Adams
Cody Michael Austin
Sara Patricia Bolen
Emilee Lauren Byrd
Morgan Allyn Cain
Sarah Lynne Criddle
Madelyn Davis
Olivia Davis
James Joseph DeMarshall II
Grant DePoyster
Taylor Anne D’Ilio
Alicia Dixon
Laura Dona
Piper Dunn
Sarah Farmer
Brent Ferguson
Bailey Nicole Flamm
Caroline Garraway
Raven Gordon
Whitney Elizabeth Greer
Amy V. Hall
Wilson Helmhout
Connor Thweatt Holeman
Alexander Grantham Horne
Alyssa Erin Invergo
Emma Lauren Jennings
E. Wylly Killorin III
Amber N Kosloske
Ellen Susanne Lambert
Sidney Elaine Lampton
Zachary B. Landers
Shelby Irene Langford
Ngoc Duy Minh Le
Sarah Louise Madson
William Mahoney
Rachel Marsh
John Mathis
Megan McLeod
Thomas Gregory Moorman
Jacqueline Morris
Rebekah Nelson
Ashley Noblin
Taylor Patterson

Jessica Lee Pearson
Morgan Ann Pollard
Reid Posey
Kathryn Prendergast
Joseph Quinnelly
Melissa Ramsey
Miller Richmond
Paige Rucker
Jaclyn Sparks
Katie Elizabeth Stuckey
Jacob Thrasher
Libby Catherine Tyson
Joseph Peyton Vaughan
Mara Vernier
Rebecca Vorisek
Bryce Austin Warden
Alexa Elaine Willcoxon
Ashley Elizabeth Williams
Shannon Medah Wooten

General Studies

Connor Rutledge Edwards

Graduate School

Brian S. Adams
Grant W. Apgar
Sarah Janay Bailey
Ashley S. Crumby
Kristen P. Griffis
Haley Hickman
Jonathan W Howard
Kaylee Jacks
Tara Jones
Nicholas Johnston Keeling
Katelyn Jude Koula
Alharith Manasrah
Mark McCauley
Stephanie R. Orsini
Valerie Grace Patterson
Paul Allan Pohto
Bailey Poole
Taylor Lynn Smith
Sydnee Caroline Stafford
Matt Strauser
Luke Taylor

Janet Addison Thompson
Barbara Trivelli-Bowen
Isadora J. Wagner
Laura Beth Walden
Trenisha Tallie Weekley
Katelin Moore Worthington

Meek School of Journalism
and New Media
Jane S deLoach
Darby Cates Hennessey
Keely Kennedy
John Cooper Lawton
Abby Linney
Cherry Mathis
Sydney Nutt
Hannah Pickett
Laura Speights
Morgan Teller
Amanda L Tietjen
Madison Van Zile

School of Accountancy
Jeff Ross Capwell IV
Hannah Claire Farmer
Katie Ferguson
Samuel Hunter
Sierra Little
Margot Pefanis
Georgia Russell
Wesley Salmon
Caitlyn Simpson
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lifestyles
Cool weather Grove fashions
FOR THE COOLEST MEN’S FASHIONS, SEE NEXT WEEK’S COLUMN.

DIXON STONE

ddstone@go.olemiss.edu

October has finally come to a
close, which means that you can
- hopefully - kiss that endless Mississippi summer goodbye. Yes,
that’s right - it’s time to retire the
cocktail-stained crop-tops and
pull out those dust-covered jackets from the back of your closet.
Rip the tags off of the new fall
pieces that you have been dying to
wear.
They’re ready for you to put
them on full display on game
day in the Grove. Not prepared?
No worries - we’ve got you covered. Here are a few trends, tips
and ideas that I found on a stroll
around the Square to ensure that
you get that envious head-to-toe
glance from passersby on your
way into Vaught-Hemingway.
Versatility: Fall and winter
weather can add so much excitement to your wardrobe, especially in the Grove. You can now
play with matching and layering
sweaters, jackets, ponchos—the
works. Rock a skirt with leggings
or change it up with a tailored,
sleek pant. Keep it fun and effortless, because anything goes.
Overall, never feel limited by the
change from warm to cool - it only
gets better.
Things we’re over: If you
were planning on wearing a basic dress and trench coat to the
game, don’t. Why? Because you
have so many options. Pants (and
yes, we mean jeans, too) are the
most underused and underrated
piece in your closet when it comes
to game-day dressing. Pair them
with a blazer or a crisp, white
button down. Throw on a pair of
those must-have booties or give
it a masculine edge with a loafer.
Dress it up or down to taste. Also,
too tight and too short—give it up.
Hopefully, the cold will root out
that trend anyway! Contrary to
popular belief, sexiness isn’t defined by how much you show off.
But if you aren’t ready to
stray: we understand. But pump
up the look with some eye-catching accessories. Pull in a real
statement shoe. Try a clutch bag
instead of an over the shoulder.
Put on a pair of elegant, fur lined
gloves. Add scarves and more
scarves. A dress and coat combination can be so much more exciting with the right accessorizing.
Playful and Practical:
Comfort should be your primary priority when dressing for the
Grove. You can always achieve a
stylish look yet still remain comfortable. Throw on a pair of thick
leggings or tights with a muted
pattern and pair them with your
favorite pair of kicks. An oversized
jersey with a killer bag and silver
or gold jewelry can make a real
statement and be extremely comfortable. The right pair of kicks
can add an undeniable edge.
Over the knee boot—yea or
nay: Yea. A million times yea. But
only if you can pull it off. Try on

a comfortable length mini-skirt or
dress, and, if it cuts a sizable portion of the top of the boot from
view, the look is not for you. If it
doesn’t, then the look is screaming
your name, and you should invest
in a pair. ASAP. Please.
Monochrome: If you’ve kept
up with the Kardashians lately, you’ll know that the monochromatic ensemble is the new
“it” thing. And you can achieve
the look. Pull together different
tones of red (or blue) and mix and
match, preferably keeping to solids—don’t worry about an exact
match, different shades can add
dimension to your outfit. Utilize
some of those tops that don’t seem
to go with anything, and pair them
with a similar toned, warm pair of
tights. Monochrome makes your
closet much more useful and accessible. Keep your accessories to
a minimum, but, if they are completely necessary, try to incorporate a bold, solid pop of color to
complete the look.
Mad for Hats: A hat can not
only be a huge statement piece
and make an outfit, it can also be a
great tool if there just isn’t enough
time to deal with that Friday night
hair or if rain is in the forecast for
the game. Pick out a comfortable
yet durable felt hat - darker tones
are better for the fall. The great
thing about hats is that they can
transform an ensemble and add a
lot of interest and dimension.
Getting in touch with your
inner badass: Let’s talk about

leather, fringe and army green.
They are musts for your wardrobe
this fall and winter. Army green
jackets, suede fringe tops, booties,
leather pants and biker jackets—
the opportunities are endless. This
will provide an effortless element
of cool and will ensure that you
get noticed strutting around the
Grove. These are all close to neutral, so pair your ensemble with
silver or gold jewelry and accessories, or even some of your favorite
red and blue pieces. Put on your
favorite pair of shades, feel like a
celebrity and kill it.
Fur Friend or Faux pas:
Fur can be tricky. If you can afford
the real-meal-deal, do it, by all
means. But, if you’re like most of
us, faux is your next best option.
Obviously there are imitations
that aren’t meant to look real, like
cheetah or zebra (which, unless
you’re dressing up as members of
the Jersey Shore, please stay away
from those.) For quality faux pieces, try to stick with darker furs—
black and brown. Colored imitations, though they sometimes
really make an outfit, usually tend
to look cheap and don’t wear well.
But, when it comes down to it,
there is really nothing that says
summer is over and winter is here
than a sumptuous fur.
These are the hard-fast trends
and rules of this year’s fall/winter
season, and when you get bored
and are ready for something
new—break them.
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THE DAILY MISSISSIPPIAN
HOLIDAY COOK-OFF

Can you cook a casserole, cake, cobbler or carp? Are your Holiday dinners to die for? Can
you make magnificent mashed potatoes, cook a tremendous turkey, or pull off a super suffle?
The DM editors are starved for your best Holiday recipes.
The Daily Mississippian announces a Holiday Recipe Round-Up, open to all readers.
Send in your best recipes for desserts, casseroles, hors d’oeuvres, entrees and appetizers to
thedmfeatures@gmail.com now through Nov.19. Editors will select three finalists from each
category and publish a list of the finalists in the DM Thanksgiving Edition, Nov. 20.
The finalists selected will be invited to participate in the Daily Mississippian’s first ever Holiday Cook-Off, to be held Dec. 2 at the Student Media Center.
First place winners will receive the Daily Mississippian’s Best of Oxford Taste Award for their
category, and will have their recipes published in the DM Holiday Edition.
Submissions must be original recipes and must contain appropriate content to be considered for contest entry. Limit one entry per contestant. All entries submitted are subject to
editing prior to publication. Student Media Center Staff not eligible for entry.

Ole Miss students,
alumni, faculty, and
staff get 5% off
every day!

West Jackson Wine & Spirits
2570 West Jackson Ave. | 662.236.3400

27619
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Tunsil’s return sparks offensive line improvement

THE

STUDENT
MEDIA
CENTER
Must have
at least two
semesters to
complete before
graduating.

FILE PHOTO: CAMERON BROOKS

After a seven-game absence, Laremy Tunsil (78) has given new life to the offensive
line.

is currently accepting applications for an
advertising sales representative. Interviewing
now for position starting January 2016.
Deadline to apply is 5 p.m. Friday, Nov. 6.
Must have strong
communication skills
and be comfortable
interacting with local
business professionals.

Must be highly
motivated,
organized,
dependable and
attentive to detail.

Previous
sales or
retail
experience
required.

Earnings are based on commission. This is excellent work experience for a resume or future employer.

Stop by 201 Bishop Hall to pick up an application and job description or go to theDMonline.com and click
on apply to download. Applications can be dropped off or sent to dmads@olemiss.edu.
Easy Sudoku Puzzles by KrazyDad, Volume 1, Book 14

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

Sudoku #6
3 8 5 7
4 1 7 9
9 6 2 5
8 9 4 2
7 2 6 1
5 3 1 8
6 5 9 3
7 3 4
4 8 6
2

5

4 1 9

EASY

1

4 1 2 9 6
6 2 3 5 8
3 8 1 4 7
7 3 5 6 1
5 4 9 8 3
9 6 4 7 2
1 7 8 2 4
5 6 1 9
9 7 3 5
2
8

3

7

2

6 8

Fill in the blank squares so that each row, each column and each
3-by-3 block contain all of the digits 1 thru 9.

5 9 6
4 8 1
3 7 2
9 6 5
8 4 3
2 7

© 2013 KrazyDad.com

Complete the grid so that
every row, column and 3x3
box contains the numbers 1
through 9 with no repeats.
"Layer by layer art strips life bare."
-- Robert Musil

5 7 4
6
6 2 3
8
2
8
4
3
6
7 2
1
4
8 3
3
8
5
3
8
2
3 4 8
1
2 9 7
5

HOW TO PLAY
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3

4

Puzzles by KrazyDad
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1603 W JACKSON AVE, OXFORD
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OPEN LATE

7

50
5
PICK-UP ONLY

10 LARGE SLICES $
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THE
BIG DEAL

2

The return of Laremy Tunsil
has been a key to the improvement of Ole Miss’ offensive
line. Tunsil’s return has allowed the line to improve by
shuffling players to fill better
roles.
The last two weeks, the line
has looked better in pass protection and has been much better run blocking, as the Rebels
ran for 230 yards against Texas A&M and for 156 against a
tough Auburn defense.
One of the biggest changes
was moving senior guard Justin Bell to center after starting
center Robert Conyers was lost
for the year in the Memphis
game.
“ I just felt like we needed
to have a guy practice there
every day and get ready,” Ole
Miss offensive line coach Matt

but Javon is a unique kid for
a true freshman, so they both
bring something to the table,”
Luke said. “There’s a good
competition going on right
there, where Jordan is kind
of separating himself at right
guard. I would say that maybe
Aaron is a little bit ahead of
Javon right now.”
The offensive line sees a lot
of rotation in game, especially
at the interior positions.
“We’re just alternating series and keeping those guys
fresh,” Luke said. “There’s not
a huge difference in them, so
we just try to keep them fresh
and trying to have an edge in
the fourth quarter.”
Luke did say that if any player or group is performing extremely well then he would
leave them in the game for
longer.
The offensive will have a tall
task in front of them this week,
as the Arkansas run defense is
fourth in the SEC and 20th in
the nation in rushing yards allowed per game at 117.
“I’ve just been very impressed with how hard they
play,” Luke said. “They play
two safeties and still nobody
is able to run it on them, so
that tells you something right
there, so I’ve been very impressed with those guys.”

Sudoku #8
1 8 3 2 7 4
2 5 7 9 3 6
6 9 4 5 1 8
8 7 1 4 2 3
9 6 2 1 5 7
4 3 5 8 6 9
7 2 8 3 4 1
5 1 9 6 8 2
4 6 7 9 5

Csthoma1@go.olemiss.edu

Luke said. “He has a little bit
more physical presence there
than Ben (Still) but a little bit
less experience, so we’re just
kind of trying to work him in.
He’s very knowledgeable and
knows the offense.”
With Bell’s move to center, redshirt freshman Jordan
Sims has moved into the starting lineup at right guard.
“He earned it. He’s played
well. He’s just kind of gotten
better each week,” Luke said.
“(Sims) had a great day of
practice today, so we’re really
excited about where he’s at.”
There’s a competition at the
other left guard spot, where
senior Aaron Morris is starting over freshman Javon Patterson, which Luke attributed
to Morris’ experience.
“They’re different players.
Right now Aaron is probably
stronger, more experienced,
has kind of been through it,

3

CODY THOMASON
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Former Arkansas Traveler sports editor talks game day
The Daily Mississippian sports editor Dylan Rubino talks to Scottie Bordelon, the former Arkansas Traveler sports editor, who is now a sports writer for The
Times Record in Fort Smith, Arkansas.

A lot of expectations were
put on this Arkansas team
at the beginning of the season as they were picked as
a dark horse candidate to
win the conference. What’s
happened to this team that
has caused a 4-4 start? Is it
safe to say they have underachieved this season?
I think you could say they’ve
underachieved in some areas.
First year offensive coordinator
Dan Enos was brought in and the
word around the program with
players and coaches was there
would be a smooth transition after
Jim Chaney left for Pitt, but that
wasn’t the case early on. Arkansas
struggled finding its identity and
there isn’t a more perfect example
than the loss to Toledo in Little
Rock. Enos had Brandon Allen
throw the ball 53 times. That’s not
how Arkansas will win games. The
offensive line was also exposed in
the first few weeks and the running game wasn’t as stout as expected. Injuries, also, have been
big. Jonathan Williams and Keon
Hatcher being out has hurt.
Quarterback Brandon Allen has elevated his play this
season with 15 touchdowns
to only five interceptions.
What’s the difference in his
game from this season to last
season?
I mentioned Enos earlier, and
I think he’s the biggest factor. Allen has played well since Toledo
even without Hatcher, his favorite target. Players have said Enos’
new system is more complex
than Chaney’s the last few years,
but it’s also simpler in a way. He
has involved more quick receiver screens in the offense, which
Arkansas rarely did before he arrived, and simplified things for Allen, too. He knows what Allen can
and can’t do and isn’t asking him
to do things he isn’t comfortable
with.
The Razorbacks rank 36th
in the country in rushing offense, with junior tailback
Alex Collins leading the way.

Is the key to stopping Arkansas on
offense taking away
the running game and
forcing Allen to beat you
throwing the ball?
Without a doubt that’s what has
to happen. If Arkansas is forced
into playing behind the chains or
in 3rd and medium-to-long situations, the defense will be in good
shape. The Razorbacks will also
be without Rawleigh Williams
III, who played well in Jonathan

the Rebels.
What matchup are you
most looking forward to with
Arkansas traveling to Oxford
to face 18th ranked Ole Miss?
Arkansas’ offensive line vs. Ole
Miss’ defensive line. Bret Bielema
put his big guys on the cover of
the media guide before the season started and, like I said before,
they’ve come under some scrutiny
at times for their lackluster play.
The Rebels’ defensive front has a
lot of talent, and could cause problems in the run game, so we’ll see.
Arkansas’ front doesn’t give up
many sacks, either. It should be a
great matchup.
How do you see this game
turning out? Score prediction?
I see Ole Miss winning by a couple of scores. Arkansas’ issues on
defense has me leaning this way.
The defensive line cannot get
pressure on the quarterback (no
player with more than 1.5 sacks),
and the middle of the field has
been an area teams have had success through the air and I think
that, along with Laquon Treadwell, give the Razorbacks fits. I
have the Rebels winning 31-17.

Only Your Mother Could Make You
Williams’
absence, for the rest of the year
with an injury. We all know what
to expect from Collins, but Kody
Walker and an unknown back
will likely see time in the backfield
Saturday as well, and that favors

say yes to
s
l
e
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Feel Better Faster

Walk-ins Welcome.
Open Every Day
8am-7pm
Sick? Injured?
We’re here to help!

Our emergency room trained staff is
equipped to handle your illnesses & injuries.
You only pay a co-pay
when you visit!

Ever wanted to study in Argentina, Australia, Ecuador,
Italy, or Thailand for the same tuition?

1929 University Ave.

If yes, then join us Monday November 9th at 3pm in the Union Starbucks.

Free coffee! • UM Office of International Programs

27660

662.236.2232

OxfordUrgentClinic.com

28549

27640
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Chad Kelly learns from his mistakes through experience
BRIAN SCOTT RIPPEE

bsrippee@go.olemiss.edu

Since stepping onto the Ole
Miss campus last winter, junior quarterback Chad Kelly
has made huge improvements
in many of areas. On the field,
he’s been the leader of the offense that keeps the ball moving through the air, and it’s a
big reason why the Rebels are
still in good shape to win the
SEC West. There have been
some inconsistencies at times,
though, something on which
Kelly would like to improve.
Kelly threw for 20 touchdowns and 2856 yards this
season, and leads the SEC in
both categories, but his 12 interceptions is something he’d
like to cut down on.
“I’ve just got to keep getting
better,” Kelly said. “It’ll keep
on coming but it all starts in
practice.”
Kelly doesn’t take turning
the ball over lightly and uses
the situation as a chance to
learn and to improve.
“They’re correctable mistakes, and usually right after
you throw it you see what the
next read should have been,”
Kelly said. “You look right after, and realize ‘Hey, I probably should have thrown it to
that guy’.”

A few of his interceptions haven’t been his fault. A couple
of them have come on tipped
balls or balls that should have
been caught, but Kelly takes
responsibility for them and
knows how to avoid them going forward.
“You’ve got to know what the

CLASSIFIEDS INFORMATION
To place your ad in The Daily Mississippian Classifieds section, visit:
http://www.thedmonline.com/classifieds.
The DEADLINE to place, correct or cancel an ad is 12 p.m. one business day in advance. The Daily Mississippian is published Monday through Friday when school is
in session except during the summer session which is Tuesdays and Thursdays.
Classified ads must be prepaid. All major credit cards accepted. No refunds
on classified ads once published.
RATES:
- $0.25 per word per day
- 15-word minimum
- No minimum run

FILE PHOTO: CAMERON BROOKS

Chad Kelly passes the ball in a game earlier this season.

Additional Features (Web & Print):
Jumbo Headline - $3
Big Headline - $2
Bold Text - extra $0.50 per word

To place your ad online: www.thedmonline.com/classifieds
The DM reserves the right to refuse ads that appear to offer unrealistic or questionable
products or services.

201 BISHOP HALL • 662.915.5503

defense is doing, first of all,
in order to make the correct
read,” Kelly said.
With some of the deep routes
covered, utilizing the underneath and check-down routes
can be crucial to having a more
complete passing game. Kelly wants to make sure he uses

those routes more to move the
chains.
“It’s not thinking where your
check downs are, but knowing exactly where the they are
going to be,” Kelly said. “You
have to know exactly where
your outlets are at all times.”
Like any successful quarter-

APARTMENT FOR RENT

DOMINO’S PIZZA-OXFORD is now hiring delivery drivers! Earn up to $15 an
hr! Must be able to work late hours, have
great customer service skills, & previous
job history with good references. Applicants must be 18, pass a background
check, have a safe violation free driving
record, your own vehicle & proof of car
insurance. Apply in person to fill out an
application at 1603 West Jackson Ave.

LARGE 2 BEDROOM/2.5 BATH townhouse with W/D included. No pets. 1
Year lease. Quiet atmosphere. Deposit
and references required. Call (662)2340000
TIRED OF ROOMMATES? 1 bedroom
1 bath w/ study. 2950 S. Lamar. Single
student occupancy only. Available January. $450 month. (662)832-0117

FULL-TIME
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS FOR housekeeping and laundry. Must be able
to work all shifts. No Phone Calls
Please, Email your resume to victoria.
jacobs0556@gmail.com

PART-TIME

WANTED TO BUY
IPAD WANTED (NOT MINI) - UP TO
$100 depending on functionality, condition, memory, accessories. tbates@
olemiss.edu (662) 317-7115

FREE MISC.
BE SOCIAL On Twitter: @roundtable_
ox and Instagram: theoxfordroundtable.
Like our Facebook and friend us on
Snapchat: roundtable_oxd

back, Kelly doesn’t dwell on
them too long and his level
focus has helped him lead the
conferences most potent offense this year.
“You’ve got to stay level and
focused. You can’t get too high
and you can’t get too low,” Kelly said. “Just have confidence
in the guys around you that
they are going to make plays,
and just keep feeding them the
ball.”
Some say all great quarterbacks have a short memory,
and Kelly, who is the most
fourth most efficient passer in
the SEC with a rating of 151.3
will try and do the same with
Arkansas, LSU and Mississippi State left on the schedule.
“Interceptions
happen.
Sometimes you try to force
somethings or you misread something,” Kelly said.
“You’ve got to make sure you
forget about that last play, and
come back and make a better
play.”
That may be what Kelly has
done best this year; every time
he’s made a mistake, it seems
like he’s responded with a a
big play.
“It’s understanding that
you don’t have to force everything,” Kelly said. “You have
playmakers around you, just
get them the ball and let them
do what they’re taught to do.”

Buy It.
Sell It.
Find It.
in the DM
Classifieds.
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Four Downs: Arkansas

Sports editor Dylan Rubino (@drubino11), assistant sports editor Collin Brister (@CollinBrister), and football writer Cody Thomason (@thecodythomason)

How will the return of junior defensive
back Tony Conner impact the Ole Miss defense?

With rain the in the forecast, does that
benefit more toward Arkansas or Ole Miss?

What should be the game plan to stopping
the strong Razorback running game led by
running back Alex Collins?

With LSU looming after the bye
week, could this game be a potential
trap game?

Collin- Many will say that you need to load the
box and make quarterback Brandon Allen beat you;
however, I don’t agree with that notion. I think Allen
is one of the most underrated quarterbacks in the
SEC and has the potential to beat you if you blitz too
much. I think the Rebels are good enough in the
front four to stop the rush, and play regular in the
secondary.

Collin- I don’t think so. I think Ole Miss realized when they got home from Memphis that
they were out of mulligans. I think the Rebels
understand that they better take every team
seriously, or their SEC championship hopes will
be dashed. I think Ole Miss needs to jump on
Arkansas early and not give them any room to
breathe.
Cody- To me, last year Arkansas was the
trap game and they dominated the Rebels by
a score of 30-0. I’d be willing to bet this year’s
Ole Miss team will not overlook the Razorbacks
This game isn’t as much of a trap game as it is
just a very tough SEC matchup like last year.
Arkansas’ run game isn’t as good as it was last
year, but their air attack is improved and their
defense might be as well. This should be an
SEC slugfest that goes down to the wire, I don’t
believe either team has a big advantage going
into the matchup.

Collin- The return of Tony Conner is vital because of his ability to stop the run. The Rebels
struggled when Conner first went out with the
meniscus tear, but after moving Mike Hilton to
husky, the Rebels were able to gain some stability. Having Conner back will allow the Rebels to
move Hilton back to safety where he started the
season.

Collin - I think the rain obviously favors the Razorbacks, but I don’t think it will hamper the Rebels like it did last year in Fayetteville. The Rebels
weren’t able to find anything on the ground last
year, and wound up losing by 30. This year, especially since All-American left tackle Laremy
Tunsil’s return, the Rebels have produced on the
ground and will be able to turn to that if they conditions are indeed sloppy.

Cody - It gives the defense a huge boost, even
if his time is limited. Conner is one of the best
tacklers on the team, which will help in trying
to stop Brett Bielema’s heavy-run offense, but
Conner’s biggest impact could be felt in pass defense. The Razorbacks are excellent at play-action
passing, and because they have so many talented tight ends, they run multiple tight end sets
where it’s tough to tell whether the offense will
run or pass. Conner will be crucial to cover these
tight ends when the Razorbacks do go to the air.

Cody - No question about it, Arkansas is the
beneficiary. It’s much harder to pass in the rain
and Arkansas is a run-based offense, so they
shouldn’t be affected too much. Meanwhile, at
times, this season Ole Miss has struggled to run
enough to balance their offense. The strength of
the Rebel offense is definitely through the air. If
the weather effects the passing attack, that could
spell big trouble for the Rebels offense, especially since Arkansas has been great in run defense
all season.

Cody- The Rebels will have no choice to stack the
box to try and stop Collins. The junior has has taken
a big step up this season and become the feature
back due to the injury to Jonathan Williams, and
Collins has excelled in that role. Collins has the power to go through contact and pick up short yardage
games, but he has the speed to break it to the outside as well. Players like Mike Hilton and Tony Conner will need to use their speed to stop him from
breaking off long runs, and the defensive line will
need to get a good push at all times.

Dylan- Conner is not only one of the better
players on this Ole Miss defense, but also one
of the vocal leaders for the secondary. The communication of Conner was greatly missed in both
losses to Florida and Memphis. Conner is not only
a great safety in the secondary, but his presence
in stopping the run and reading the ball carrier
is something that will give the Ole Miss defense
a boost. Going up against a strong Arkansas running game, Conner will make a big impact.

Dylan - The rain clearly favors a run-heavy Arkansas offense. It showed last year in rainy Fayetteville, which led to a 30-0 blowout win for
Arkansas over Ole Miss. The rain shouldn’t drown
the Rebel offense this time around like it did last
season. The Rebels are finally getting healthy
on both sides of the ball and should feel well
equipped to handle a little rain. With the running
game rounding into form, expect the offense to
lean heavy towards the running game.

Dylan- Alex Collins has stepped up and and filled
the role of running back Jonathan Williams with
ease. The obvious game plan for the Rebels will be
to stack up the box and take away all the running
lanes that Collins might see, but that will soften
up the secondary and give Allen open receivers
to throw to. It’s pick-your-poison game planning
against Arkansas, but that might be a necessary
wish for the Rebels to take in order to win. If the
Rebels can contain Collins and force some turnovers
from Allen throwing the ball, the Rebels will be fine.

Collin prediction:
30-17 Ole Miss

Cody prediction:
27-23 Arkansas

Dylan prediction:
24-21 Ole Miss
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show.
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Editor-to-editor: Arkansas

TYE RICHARDSON

The Arkansas Traveler

Last season’s contest in Fayetteville is a memory Hugh
Freeze wishes he could forget.
Freeze took the 30-0 shutout
personally; he prides himself
as an offensive coach. His
team will be extremely motivated to get the revenge win
this Saturday.
While the Rebels have a
similar team, the Razorbacks
are a shell of the team Freeze
coached against last season.
The Arkansas defense is nowhere near defensive coordinator Robb Smith wants it to
be. Trey Flowers and Darius

Philon are gone, and so their
defensive pressure went with
them. This season quarterbacks have all day to throw, so
Chad Kelly will be able to get
the ball to his talented teammates.
These Ole Miss wide receivers will be the best Arkansas
have faced all season. Texas
Tech, Toledo and Texas A&M
carved up the secondary. At
least no one from the Arkansas secondary said Treadwell
was average.
Arkansas had been decimated by injuries, the biggest
blow coming when preseason
All-SEC running back Jonathan Williams broke his foot

before the season began. Arkansas hasn’t had the one-two
punch at running back like
they would have with Williams.
Brandon Allen has looked
great in quarters 1-3 this season, but has choked in the
fourth quarters. That narrative changed against Auburn,
when he led the Razorbacks to
a season defining 4-overtime
victory which many would label as clutch.
Before the season began,
many circled this game as one
of the highlights of the SEC
season. While this game still
has an impact, it is nowhere
near the the caliber of game
expected.
Ole Miss has been one of
the most inconsistent teams
in college football. A blowout
loss to Florida, an upset loss
to Memphis and a miracle win
at Alabama are all games hard
to figure out.
The Rebels will figure it out
this week.
Prediction: Ole Miss 38,
Arkansas 24

DYLAN RUBINO

The Daily Mississippian

Last season’s 30-0 loss to Arkansas in Fayetteville may have
been the biggest head-scratcher
of them all.
Coming off a 48-0 win over
Presbyterian after two straight
SEC losses against LSU and Auburn, the Rebels had an extra
week to regroup themselves and
take on an Arkansas team looking to become bowl eligible.
The rainy day in Fayetteville
seemed to drain the Rebels as
Arkansas pounded their way to
a convincing 30-0 win. It was
the second straight dominating
performance for Arkansas with
a win over LSU the week before.
The Rebels had their contests
against LSU, Auburn and Arkansas marked on their calendars
since the 2014 season ended.
It’s safe to say that Ole Miss
will be looking for revenge for a
second week in a row with Arkansas coming to Oxford tomorrow.
The Rebels have seemed to
find new life after two straight
SEC wins against Texas A&M
and Auburn. The Rebels are
running the ball more effective-

ly with junior left tackle Laremy
Tunsil back on the offensive line,
and the defense has regained
their “landshark” swagger back.
It also helps that junior defensive back Tony Conner returns
to action Saturday.
All of these signs should point
to an Ole Miss victory, right? Not
so fast.
While Arkansas comes into
the matchup a disappointing 4-4
overall and 2-2 in SEC play, the
weather shows rain during the
game Saturday, which favors a
run-heavy offense like the Razorbacks. Junior running back
Alex Collins leads the way with
960 rushing yards on the season
with 12 touchdowns.
Senior quarterback Brandon Allen has vastly improved
his game from last season with
over 2000 yards passing with 15
touchdowns and five interceptions so far this season.
I see this game being closer
than the experts think because
of the weather and the problems
the Arkansas running game can
cause Ole Miss. The Rebels are
the more talented team and I
think that wins out.
Prediction: Ole Miss 38,
Arkansas 24
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